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COVER STORY
Measles-Rubella (MR) Vaccination Campaign
Social mobilisation and community engagement to promote and
support uptake of MR vaccine during the MR Campaign (November 2021)

Out of school children pose after being vaccinated under MR Campaign

In-line with the global
momentum for prevention of
Measles and Rubella, the
Government of Pakistan
introduced the Measles-Rubella
(MR) vaccine for children in the
routine immunisation schedule.
The MR introduction campaign
was planned in November 2021
for eligible children from 9
months to less than 15 years of
age. It aimed to reach out to 96
million children through Federal
and Provincial Expanded
Program on Immunisation (EPI).
The project was implemented in
partnership with four Rural
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Support Programmes (RSPs)
and directly by RSPN in few
urban cities and localities. The
four partner RSPs were
Balochistan Rural Support
Programme (BRSP), the
National Rural Support
Programme (NRSP), Sindh Rural
Support Organization (SRSO)
and the Sarhad Rural Support
Programme (SRSP).
The project was implemented in
1,789 urban and rural Union
Councils (UCs) in 28 districts of
Pakistan, selected by RSPN in
consultation with local health
departments and the UNICEF.

The target districts include
Karachi West, Karachi South,
Karachi Korangi, Karachi
Central, Karachi Malir and
Karachi East, Sujawal, Thatta,
Jacobabad, Kashmore, Kamber
Shahdadkot Hyderabad (Sindh
province), Quetta, Killa
Abdullah, Kalat, Bolan, Nushki,
Mastung (Balochistan province),
Islamabad Capital Territory
(ICT), Rawalpindi, Lahore,
Faisalabad, Rajanpur (Punjab
province), Peshawar, Bannu,
Lakki Marwat, Torgarh, Kohistan
and Batagram (Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province).
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The ﬁrst phase of the project
was pre-campaigning under
which RSPN and implementing
RSPs identiﬁed and met with
inﬂuencers including religious,
political, tribal and community
leaders, and included them in
formulating the micro-plans for
the outreach of MR Campaign.
Furthermore, orientation of
Local Support Organisation
(LSO) members and Community
Resource Persons (CRPs) was
undertaken. Awareness
sessions in schools,
mobilisation of market
committees and trade unions,
announcements in mosques,

streets and markets also took
place.
The second phase was the
actual administration of vaccine
to eligible children in target
areas. The provincial and
district Department of Health
(DoH) deputed dedicated teams
at ﬁxed vaccination centers,
outreach teams and mobile
vaccination teams. Each RSP
Social Mobilisation Team (SMT)
closely coordinated daily with
all Union Council Medical
Oﬃcers (UCMOs) of DoH target
UCs and provided them support
in addressing refusals and
reaching out to hard-to-reach

Awareness session held for the MR Campaign in
District Lahore in a girls primary school

population for vaccination.
SMTs also closely coordinated
with CRPs, LSO members and
key inﬂuencers and encouraged
them to provide all required
community level support to
outreach teams to gather all
eligible children for MR
Vaccination.
The ﬁnal phase of the project
was post vaccination where
district project teams
participated in post campaign
meetings at district and tehsils
level. These meetings helped to
document lessons learned from
the national campaign.

Out of school children vaccinated under the MR Campaign
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HIGHLIGHTS
SUCCESS Programme
What are Bussiness Development Groups (BDGs) & How are
they contributing to Strenghthneing Economy of Rural
Sindh through Empowering Rural Women
During 2021, the Technical and
Vocational Skills Training (TVST)
component of the SUCCESS
Programme introduced the
addition of Enterprise
Development (ED) activities.
The goal was to design and
implement market driven skills
training that enable people to
generate income through the
utilisation of technical and

vocational skills by creating and
running micro-enterprises. To
run these enterprises, Business
Development Groups (BDGs)
were formed which essentially
consist of female community
members and are supported by
SUCCESS Programme based on
their business plans. They
include local skills such as
handicraft, hand embroidery,

agro-based skills among others.
Currently, SUCCESS Programme
is supporting approximately
200 business groups in its eight
Programme districts. Through
the establishment of these
BDGs the women who have
received the TVST are
beneﬁtting by forming their
small enterprises and are
earning a decent living.

Barkat Group Members

The women of SUCCESS
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TVST beneﬁciaries getting training on chunri printing
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Case study
Barkat Group Strives for Success
Barkat group is one such women-led group
from village Dingal Machi of district Kamber
Shahdadkot. It is functional since 2020 and is
one of the best performing business groups in
the district. Prior to the formation of this small
enterprise, women of village Dingal Machi
were not allowed to leave home and did not
know much about the outside world. However,
they were inspired to become ﬁnancially
independent as a group of 16 individuals took
an initiative to start their own hand
embroidery business set-up, which was
supported by the SUCCESS Programme
implementing partner, Sindh Rural Support
Organization (SRSO). They received a monthlong training of hand embroidery to polish
their existing skills and explore new learnings
such as preparing colour combinations and
mixing the right colours together. For the ﬁrst
month after the training, the enterprise
received the raw materials from Sartayoon
Sang, a craft shop run by SRSO. A total of 16
A display of the handiwork of Barkat Group
dresses were prepared using these raw
materials which were sold for PKR 2500 each at Sartayoon Sang. After the progress of 2 years,
Barkat group has started to receive individual orders from district Larkana. In addition, they
receive orders from within the village as well as nearby villages. The clientele is expected to
increase gradually as the group intends to launch their products at local shops in district Larkana
and Kamber Shahdadkot. The sole purpose of starting the business group was to improve the
ﬁnancial situation and therefore, the living standards of the participating workers and their
families. Currently, the average monthly income of each worker is PKR 6,000. The ﬁnancial
independence of these women has made them more conﬁdent and stronger in their
households. According to members of Barkat group, they spend their income on their personal
needs such as buying clothes, giving gift money at family weddings, fulﬁlling their children's
needs, and contributing to the household requirements. The formation of this business set-up
has resolved many issues in the community, for example, developing trust among community
members, free mobility of female community members as well as their increased role in
household decision-making.
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Balochistan Rural Development and Community
Empowerment (BRACE) Programme
Policy Advocacy Workshop:
Presenting Evidence from the Field on Community-Driven
Development to Policy Makers in Balochistan
During the fourth quarter of the
year 2021, two research studies
were carried out under the
BRACE Programme. The second
wave of a longitudinal study on
Poverty Dynamics, Inclusive
Development and Women
Empowerment in Balochistan
and Community Livelihood
Enhancement Through CIF, IGG
and TVET to Poor Households in
Balochistan. To disseminate the
key ﬁndings and
recommendations from these
studies, RSPN in coordination
with the EU Technical Assistant,
Human Dynamics (HD/DAI),

Balochistan Rural Support
Programme (BRSP) and
National Rural Support
Programme (NRSP) organised a
provincial level, Policy Advocacy
workshop on 7th December
2021 in Serena Hotel Quetta,
Pakistan.
The objectives of this policy
advocacy workshop were to
strengthen stakeholders'
understanding and ownership
of the BRACE Programme and
providing evidence-based
recommendations to help the
federal and provincial
governments' stakeholders

including government oﬃcials,
political parties and policy
makers to get informed about
the dynamics of poverty at
household level, women
empowerment situation in
Balochistan, and outcomes
from the community livelihood
enhancement component of
BRACE Programme.
RSPN with the support of EU,
provided evidence to scale-up
community driven development
approaches for poverty
reduction and advocacy for
local development policy
framework.

Key Findings
i)

Overall, the percentage of poor households (PSC 0-23) decreased by 8% in wave 2 (2021) as
compared to wave 1 (2020)

ii) The percentage of ultra-poor households (PSC 0-11) decreased by 12%
iii) The factors that pulled households out of poverty were availability of water for agriculture;
small loans; and social support system
iv) The poverty push factors included inﬂation, health expenses, conﬂicts and lack of utilities
v) Women in Kech and Khuzdar felt more empowered and termed that Programme improved
inclusiveness
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According to a thematic study on “Community Livelihood Enhancement through IGG, CIF, and
TVET for Poor Households in Balochistan”;
i)

Average income for IGG beneﬁciaries increased by Rs.

ii) Average income for CIF beneﬁciaries increased by Rs.

3,100/month
1,600/month

iii) Average income for TVET beneﬁciaries increased by Rs.

3,300/month

iv) Considering inﬂation and reduced purchasing power, BRACE interventions helped
beneﬁciary households stay aﬂoat
v) Main uses of increased income were expenditure on food, healthcare, clothing and child
education
vi)

24% more IGG beneﬁciaries moved from poor (PSC 0-18) to non-poor (PSC 24-100) as
compared with a control group

vii)

30% more TVET beneﬁciaries moved from poor (PSC 0-18) to non-poor (PSC 24-100)

Case study
Cutting, styling and shaving his way in the remotest part of
Balochistan, Ilyas works for a better future for his children
Imagine the most far-ﬂung village in the heart of district Kech, Balochistan, with half fallen huts
and mud houses, bumpy roads, and children messing up their clothes in puddles. An unhappy
picture? Not for Ilyas.
“Those were the happiest days,” he says, “as we would play in sand from dawn to dust. I cared
less about how I was provided food to eat and what clothes to wear,” Ilyas was one of the
children who had never attended any school. His father was a daily wage labourer, who barely
earned two times meal for a big family. He would never imagine his child would attend school.
Ilyas shared that his childhood life changed for the worst when his father suﬀered from a
terrible illness and stayed bed ridden for years. Ilyas was the eldest among his siblings. He was
sent out to work and earn for the family. At the age of 13, Ilyas started to work as a daily wage
labourer in villages near Turbat. Later, he founded an opportunity to work as a helper in a
barber shop. He said, “On a meagre wage, I worked at the shop for eight years. I learned to cut,
style and shave boys and men's hair, beard and grooming.” Ilyas served his customers with
care and respect and the locals appreciated his skills.
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Ilyas working in his barber shop

However, the shop owner disagreed to increase his wage. “It was very diﬃcult for me to fulﬁl all
my daily needs, as I had a wife and three children by this time. Inﬂation increased, but my
earnings remained same for years. I wanted to provide a better future for my children, but that
was just a dream,” he says. His wife and their three children (two sons and a daughter) lived in
subsistence.
The family's life changed for better when Ilyas's wife, Lal Jan, became a member of a Community
Organisation (CO) in the settlement. She actively participated in the CO meetings. In one of the
meetings, she learned that her household PSC score is eight and she is eligible for a grant for
productivity and income enhancement under the BRACE Programme.
After getting productive grant support of PKR 33,400, in December 2019, with Lal Jan's consent,
Ilyas rented a shop and bought basic tools for a haircut and barber shop. He shared that he also
took a loan of PKR 20,000 from a neighbour and furnished the shop with equipment including
mirrors and chairs. With a satisfying smile on his face he said, “I opened my own business on the
New Years' Eve of 2020. The customers who liked my service in the previous shop, now visit my
new shop regularly. I earn PKR 800 – PKR 1200 on daily basis and PKR 25,000 average a
month. On special occasions, such as Eid and Independence Day, I get more work and I earn
even more. I have recently renovated my house and bought a motorbike. Now I am witnessing
my dream coming true. I am now able to provide better food and clothes to my family. My eldest
son, 6, now attends a formal school.”
On asking about how the EU-supported income generating grant through NRSP encouraged him,
he said “It was a way to take life in your own hands – to become independent, ﬁnally able
to support your own family, and to plan and work for a better future for my children.”
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Programme for Improved Nutrition
in Sindh - ER3
PINS ER-3 Explores Mutual Areas of Collaboration with Multiple
Departments at the Government of Sindh
PINS ER3 will be completing its
fourth year of implementation
in February 2022. With a focus
on sustainability beyond
Programme run, PINS ER-3 is
actively collaborating with
multiple public services delivery
departments at the
Government of Sindh across a
range of its interventions.
First, multiple consultative
workshops have been held to
discuss the scope of work for
PINS' Community Livestock
Extension Workers (CLEWs) in
the coming year. This includes
overcoming issues and
challenges faced so far and
ensuring a seamless supply of
vaccines for CLEWs to
administer to the livestock.
These also encompassed
developing a re-engagement
strategy for CLEWs to foster a
sustainable model beyond the
Programme run and exploring
potential opportunities as a
cadre of accountable private
sector service providers. As a
result of these consultations,
the Deputy Directors of
Livestock Departments in each
of PINS ER3 districts will also
lead a 10-day refresher training
course at the start of 2022.

The PINS ER-3 Team with Hizbullah Bhutto, the Director at the Directorate of Animal Husbandry
and Deputy Directors – Livestock Departments from the ten Programme districts

The team is also in active
coordination with the Sindh
Forest Department as part of its
Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) signed in
2021 to transport fruit tree
saplings to establish
community-driven nurseries in
each of the PINS ER3 ten target
districts. This is in preparation
of a tree plantation drive that
the Programme is working
towards across its target 1,938
VOs with the aim of having
greener communities while
improving their access to fruits
such as jujubes, guavas,
lemons, and sapodillas.
PINS ER3 also met with the
Public Health Engineering
Department (PHED) to explore
waste water management
systems in Programme districts,
discussed the opportunities
and challenges of implementing
systems currently being
implemented such as the

Orangi Pilot Project (OPP) in the
context of the Programme
districts. The meeting also
focused on understanding
mutual areas of collaboration,
in line with PHED's mandate. It
was decided that PINS ER3 will
seek technical support from the
PHED during the development
of its sanitation schemes in the
shortlisted VOs.
Lastly, a meeting was also
conducted with the Agriculture
Extension Department to
discuss on-going agricultural
interventions and build
meaningful linkages for more
impactful implementation. The
department's support would be
key in sustaining PINS ER3's
communities' eﬀorts in
boosting nutrition in the region
through improved crop
cultivation and organic farming.
It would also be instrumental in
helping scale PINS ER-3's
agricultural pilot interventions.
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Case study
Jameela's Love of Birds Inspires Her Entrepreneurial Journey
Jameela is best known to her community, VO Dhaloo-1 in Tando Allahyar as an Agriculture Entrepreneur,
trained under the PINS ER3. Together with her husband, she set up the Farmer Field School (FFS) there,
imparting her love and knowledge of growing vegetables to her friends and family.
Jameela is also an avid bird lover. She started with all sorts of pigeons but it didn't take long for her to start
raising hens. 'I purchased chicks with the money, I made selling the vegetables. They were deﬁnitely more
useful than the pigeons!' she laughs.
It only made sense that when there was a call for grants to support female agriculture entrepreneurs, that
Jameela took the poultry business route. She initially invested PKR 5,000 and developed a proposal outlining
how the grant would be used to purchase more poultry birds and build a well-ventilated cage.
'The conditions in which these birds are kept, especially the cage, has a signiﬁcant impact on their health
and ultimately their ability to lay eggs. My hens now have no proper space and roam across the plot where I
know there is enough space to build a sturdy cage. When I got to know about the grant, it was that little push
for me into something I had been wanting to do seriously – start a poultry business', she says.
Under the grant, Jameela received PKR 45,000, that she has invested as she had outlined in her proposal.
She purchased quality birds and built a cage by extending her shed. She sells her eggs for PKR 20 a piece
from her house.
Jameela is nothing if not ambitious, already planning to reinvest the proﬁt she manages to save to expand
the business further. 'I think it will take me more than six months, but I'll get there. Business has been going
good!'

Jameela smiles for the camera with a basket of her organic eggs
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Jameela tending to her chickens
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Programme for Improved Nutrition
in Sindh – PINS ER2 (SRSO)
Under an agreement with
Action Again Hunger (ACF),
RSPN along with its partner
Sindh Rural Support
Organization (SRSO) is
implementing the nutrition
speciﬁc component of the
Programme for Improved
Nutrition in Sindh (PINS ER2) in
three districts of Sindh include

Shikarpur, Larkana, and
Kamber-Shahdadkot.
RSPN/SRSO are providing
outreach services in the target
districts. Working in areas not
covered by government Lady
Health Workers (LHWs), SRSO
deployed 34 Community Health
Supervisors (CHSs) and 1,437
Community Health Workers

(CHWs) in the target districts
who screen the 6–59 monthsold age children and Pregnant
and Lactating Women (PLWs).
The RSPN team provides
supportive supervision and
technical guidance to the SRSO
ﬁeld teams in each district, for
this work.

In the last quarter of the year 2021, (Oct–Dec 2021), the PINS-ER2 (SRSO Districts)
achieved the following:

66,424 new children of 6-59 months of age screened and 791,556 children re-screened
7,660 children were identiﬁed in Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) and out of them 5,161
enrolled successfully

22,713 moderate acute malnourished (MAM) U5 age children were given Multi
Micronutrient Powder

26,349 children were cross referred for EPI and medical services and 2,639 absent/
defaulters traced
40,793 pregnant and lactating women newly screened and 288,875 re-screened
68,843 pregnant and lactating women were given Iron Folic Acid tablets and 21,661 PLWs
were cross referred for MNCH services

5,656 Mother to Mother and 1,430 Father to Father support groups sessions were conducted
on nutrition sensitization
141,741 one-on-one sessions with mothers during HH visits and 1,473 community wide
session held for project closure
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Case study
Fighting for a Better Tomorrow
“Seven months ago, my daughter was severely malnourished and completely inactive”, shared
Mrs. Sadam Hussain, as tears fell from her eyes. Mrs. Hussain is a resident of village Ali Abad UC
Seelra, district Kamber-Shahdadkot.
She iterates the story of a Community Health Worker (CHW), Ms. Naheed who visited her home
and diagnosed Mrs. Hussain's daughter Amina with Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) and
categorised it in 10.6 cm of Mid Upper Arm Circumference (MUAC). Upon this discovery, Ms.
Naheed alerted the mother immediately on her daughter's condition and referred little Amina to
an OTP site at MCHC Shahdadkot for treatment. Amina was administered Ready to Use
Therapeutic Food (RUFT) for a full week and her mother, Mrs. Hussain was given a full set of
guidelines to follow for reversing Amina's SAM condition. Mrs. Hussain was also given a date for a
follow-up visit at the Out Patient Therapeutic Programme (OTP) site.
Mrs. Hussain lives a diﬃcult life. Her husband is a labourer by profession and earns PKR 500-600
per day. They have three children making it diﬃcult to manage daily expenses, let alone a
treatment for malnutrition.
She says, “It was heart-breaking to hear that Amina was not okay. However, we were very lucky to
have CHW Ms. Naheed refer us to the OTP site. Because of her, we were able to get two months
of free continuous treatment. Without her, our Amina would not have survived”.
Ms. Naheed taught Mrs Hussain the importance of hygiene and balanced diet through pictorial
messaging making it easier for her to understand the beneﬁts of it.
“My little girl is now looking good and healthier as compared to before. She is now active like other
children and is regularly taking a balanced diet. I am grateful to the PINS Programme team who
supported me at the right time and saved my daughter's life from critical condition”, she says.

Distribution of IFA Tablets
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SAM Child Amina
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Programme for Improved Nutrition in
Sindh – ER 2 – Districts Dadu & Jamshoro
RSPN under the EU-funded
PINS-ER-2 (D&J)'s integrated
approach is intended to
address underlying causes of
malnutrition and provide
support in immediate
prevention of malnutrition and
treatment of malnourished
children and Pregnant or
Lactating Women (PLW) in
Dadu and Jamshoro districts of
Sindh province with the
support of implementing

Mr. Khaleel Ahmed Tetlay, Chief Operating Oﬃcer
(COO) RSPN along with Dr. Abdul Khalique, Govt
Liaison Oﬃcer, RSPN and Dr. Zeeshan Shaikh, Projects
Director EU-PINS ER-2, PPHI Sindh visited Nutrition
Stabilization Centre (NSC) at LUMHS Jamshoro.

partners Thardeep Rural
Development Programme
(TRDP) and Peoples' Primary
Healthcare Initiatives (PPHI
Sindh).
To prevent and treat
malnutrition in the districts of
Dadu and Jamshoro, a total of
93 Outpatient Therapeutic
Programme (OTP) sites, 791
Community Health Workers
(CHWs) and two Nutrition
Stabilisation Centres (NSCs)

with trained technical staﬀ are
rendering their services to
screen children and women.
They are providing
Micronutrient Powder (MNP),
Iron and Folic Acid (IFA) tablets
and Ready to Use Therapeutic
Food (RUTF) and are
continuously conducting
sessions on the beneﬁts of
balanced diet, Infant and Young
Child Feeding (IYCF), Health and
Hygiene.

Ms. Sajida CHS, conducted Cooking Demonstration

Nutrition Assistant at Outpatient Therapeutic

Session along with Community Health Worker (CHW)

Programme (OTP) Site MCHC Khudabad conducting

Hanifan in village Kachar Panhwar, Union Council

appetite test during the anthropometry of Severely

Aminyani, District Dadu

Acute Malnourished (SAM) child.

Progress on Outputs
No. of children 6-59 months of age screened (12.1% of the total population)

Achievement in
Numbers
133,740

No. of Children (6 to 23 months age) received MNP

46,152

No. of PLW screened

59,660

Total PLW received IFA tablets

31,305

Number of children (6-59) children enrolled at OTP sites

16,378

No. of children dewormed

9,470

No. of cross-referrals to EPI

10,175

Number of cases cured in OTP sites

11,956

No. of SAM children admitted with complications at NSC

505

No. of cured children at NSC

380
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DFID/FCDO-funded and PSI-Supported
Family Planning Programme
Delivering Accelerated Family
Planning In Pakistan (DAFPAK) is
a 52-month project that is being
implemented by RSPN with the
technical and ﬁnancial
assistance of Population
Services International (PSI)
Pakistan, who in turn are a
grantee under DAFPAK. The
Programme's vision is to grow
the health market and the use of
sexual & reproductive health
products and services so that
poor and vulnerable rural
communities in 10 Districts of
Pakistan can improve their
health. RSPN, working with its
partner RSPs, National Rural
Support Programme (NRSP),
Punjab Rural Support (PRSP) and
Sindh Rural Support
Organization (SRSO) to

implement this programme in
Jhang, Toba Tek Singh, Rahim Yar
Khan, Bahawalpur, Mardan,
Swabi, Shikarpur, Jacobabad,
Kambar Shahdadkot and Tando
Muhammad Khan. The
Programme, in its 52-month life,
will target a total uncovered
population of 5.7 million of
these ten districts.
During the reporting period,
RSPN teams achieved 78% in
total family planning users,
186% in number of non-state
rural outlets/outreach camps,
149% in outlets meeting quality
standards and 52% in Couple
Years of Protection (CYPs) during
the quarter, while in log frame
indicators RSPN teams achieved
85% in additional users and
110% in District Technical

Committee meeting's
participation. The major focus of
service delivery teams was to
capture follow up clients of
condoms, oral pills and
injectable and encouraged
current users for long term
methods through counselling.
Birth Spacing improves the
maternal health, child survival
and reduces the number of
abortions. The interventions of
DAFPAK during reporting
quarter resulted in contributing
the aversion of 10,472
unintended pregnancies, 8
maternal deaths, 4,922
abortions including 3,184 unsafe
abortions and 9,499 DisabilityAdjusted Life Years (DALYs) in
the overall endeavours being
made in Pakistan.

1. Health Impact (Oct-Dec 2021)
Unintended pregnancies averted

10,472

Live births averted

4,160

Abortions averted

4,922

Maternal deaths averted
Child deaths averted

08
106

Unsafe abortions averted

3,184

Total DALYs averted

9,499

2. Married Woman of Reproductive Age (MWRAs) Referred by CRPs

4,868

3. Additional users Created

2,916
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Case study
Giving The Community A Voice
On a swelteringly hot afternoon in the oﬀ-grid
village Basti Allah Dittah, men and women
dragged charpais - woven beds - along the yard
of a small house. Curious goats tied to a post in
the yard looked on, as did the tiny children
playing with them. Once the charpais were set
in place in the shade of the sole tree in the yard,
the men and women got seated.
Village Health Committee holding a session in Basti Allah Dittah

This was the community's Village Health
Committee, a group of locals who mobilised
themselves so they could discuss various health problems in their community. The leader,
Muhammad Shaﬁ, stood up and welcomed everyone present. “Salam to my brothers and sisters,
and thank you for attending today's meeting. As you are all aware, we have been campaigning on
the beneﬁts of birth spacing for our community for almost a year now. Family planning methods
have long been considered to be against Islamic teachings by those who are aware of their
existence, which in our community has been a small minority. Our work has been focused on
spreading a positive message on the beneﬁts of birth spacing”, he said.
At this point, Shaﬁ sat back down onto the charpai, and the focus shifted to a young woman
wearing a purple head cloth. “My name is Nadia Bibi, and I have been working as a CRP for about
a year now. I have been trying to touch lives by helping women learn of their choices, but the
message hasn't always been received very well by the other members of the family,” she stressed.
“And that is why your support is still needed. As you are aware, a short while ago I stumbled
across a household in which the wife had borne 10 children, and was miserable. The husband
and the rest of the family would not even entertain the notion of her having a conversation with
me. They told me my work was unIslamic, and to leave. When I appealed here, Shaﬁ Sahab went
with me on my next visit and after speaking top the husband, managed to get me a sit-down with
the woman. And a referral! She should be coming to the next camp,” she said.
There were murmurs of approval at her pause, after which Nadia Bibi continued: “We still have a
lot of work left to do, there are many households that we are still to convince.” Following this, she
promptly sat back down onto her space on the charpai. Two women, Iqbal Bibi and Kausar Bibi,
then collectively told the group they would accompany Nadia on her visits to help her garner
support. The group nodded their heads in agreement, following which Shaﬁ stood up and
thanked everyone for coming, and their time. “I appreciate all your eﬀorts to improve our
community's wellbeing. We will continue to focus on spreading a positive message on birth
spacing citing Islamic examples. We can use our future meetings to raise other concerns on our
agenda as well, such as the quality of water we are getting in some of our wells.”
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Saaf Sehatmand Services Pvt. Limited

Saaf Sehatmand Services Pvt.
Limited (SSS) is a private limited
company set up by the
corporate sector and RSPN, in
2019. The objective of SSS is to
analyse, map and harness
demand for hygiene products in
rural areas to improve overall
hygiene and health conditions;
extend Fast Moving Consuming
Goods (FMCGs) supply chain to
rural areas by training and
deploying village level
entrepreneurs and contribute to
women's empowerment through
sustainable livelihood
opportunities.
RSPN also provides community
outreach through VOs and LSOs
set up with the support of NRSP
and PRSP. SSS has an MoU with
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the interest-free credit
programme, Akhuwat, which
provides loans to selected
women in rural areas. Akhuwat
manages a revolving, loan fund
set up by SSS from which Aapas
access loans to purchase
products for sale. The functions
of SSS are to: identify and
develop new markets; identify,
facilitate, and manage rural
women entrepreneurs; arrange
working capital for women,
facilitate distributors and carry
out marketing and sales related
activities. The major reason for
limited outreach of FMCGs
distribution channels to rural
areas is the challenge of
distribution of products at the
village shops due to

unfavourable economies of
scale. Though SSS business is to
fundamentally replicate the
business model tested by Reckitt
Benckiser (RB) and partners, and
scale this up across rural areas
in the Punjab and other
provinces of Pakistan, where
viable demand exists.
Under SSS, currently, women
entrepreneurs are working in
more than 200 villages and167
Union Councils and beneﬁting
over 39,000 households
supporting estimated 253,000
people. Women entrepreneurs
in these districts are now
earning approximately PKR
5,000 to PKR 10,000 per month.
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DISTRICTS WITH RSP PRESENCE
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1,096 - 45%
Summary of Local Support Organisations (LSOs) as of 30 September 2021
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